Key Points for Decision Makers {#FPar1}
==============================

There is an increasing interest in using discrete choice experiments to quantify individuals' preferences for benefits and risks (benefit-risk assessment) associated with healthcare, generally, and new technologies and pharmaceuticals, specifically.If preference data are to be used in a regulatory context for new pharmaceuticals, they should be generated using robust and reliable methods.There remain key issues requiring further research to establish whether discrete choice experiments can be used with confidence in the regulatory context.

Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The elicitation of stated preferences using discrete choice experiments (DCEs) is receiving increased attention by health services researchers and policy makers \[[@CR1]\]. A particular area of focus is using DCEs as a means of providing information about stated preferences for the perceived balance between the benefits (favourable effects or wanted outcomes) and harms (undesirable effects or unwanted outcomes) \[[@CR2]\]. Termed quantitative benefit-risk assessment, the use of DCEs is being considered by national agencies \[[@CR1]\] to inform the regulation of new medicines or healthcare products \[[@CR1], [@CR3]--[@CR5]\]. In October 2016, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) released recommendations for quantifying stated preferences for benefit-risk assessment, using the patient perspective, to inform the regulation of medical devices. These FDA recommendations explicitly cited DCEs as the favoured stated preference elicitation method \[[@CR6]\]. Mühlbacher et al. \[[@CR4]\] provide an overview of the current European perspective on approaches to benefit-risk assessment. Ongoing projects have also been funded, for example, the Innovative Medicines Initiative-funded 'PREFER', to evaluate the role of DCEs, alongside other methods, to inform benefit-risk assessment \[[@CR7]\]. This opinion piece aims to identify and discuss the need for key methodological and empirical evidence to inform if, and how, to use DCEs for quantitative benefit-risk assessment in the regulatory context.

Given the emerging interest in using DCEs for quantitative benefit-risk assessment, it is necessary but not sufficient to first establish that the method is reliable and the results generalisable. Although external validity has been stated as the ability to predict real-market behaviour from stated preferences \[[@CR8]\], other terms to describe the credibility of DCEs have not been explicitly defined in the literature. For the purpose of this editorial, we use the Streiner et al. \[[@CR9]\] definition where a reliable method is one capable of producing consistent estimates, minimising the error inherent in any measurement tool. We define generalisability as the extent to which the results of a study can be transferred by a decision maker to the relevant population and/or healthcare system \[[@CR10]\].

Alongside empirical evidence on the methodological reliability of DCEs, a key requirement is a clear description of the key steps in using DCEs as a method (such as a 'reference case') and an associated process to use quantitative benefit-risk assessment to inform regulatory decisions. Close analogies can be made with the emergence of reporting criteria \[[@CR11]\] and methods guides \[[@CR12]\] for using decision-analytic cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) to inform health technology assessment used in reimbursement decisions and/or the production of clinical guidelines.

Although guidelines exist for the best practice of reporting DCEs \[[@CR13]--[@CR16]\], and related albeit conceptually different methods such as conjoint analysis, these are general in focus and do not consider the requirements for using these methods in the context of regulatory decision making. Furthermore, the guidelines do not explicitly consider collecting information on quantitative benefit-risk assessment where, as noted by Hauber et al. \[[@CR15]\], the analysis is often concerned with in-sample assessment rather than forecasting and predicting demand. The FDA 'recommendations' for patient preference information are similarly vaguely defined and generally refer the reader to the existing reporting guidelines \[[@CR14]\]. The FDA recommendations do provide the caveat that much research is still required in the area: "FDA acknowledges that quantitative patient preference assessment is an active and evolving research area. We intend this guidance to serve as a catalyst for advancement of the science..." (p. 8).

Although there are examples of high-quality applied studies of DCEs eliciting preferences for the trade-off between benefit and risk in specific examples of healthcare \[[@CR18]--[@CR24]\], methodological advancements to improve or determine the reliability and validity of stated preference methods in the context of informing regulatory decision making have been limited. Existing methodological literature for healthcare DCEs generally focusses on quantitative investigations including, but not limited to: the effect of different choice question styles \[[@CR26]--[@CR27]\]; generating and testing efficient experimental designs \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]; and how to take account of preference heterogeneity with more sophisticated econometric models \[[@CR31]--[@CR32]\]. There is some empirical evidence on the role of qualitative methods to identify and select attributes and levels for the DCE \[[@CR34]--[@CR35]\] and a review of the state of play for using qualitative methods \[[@CR36]\]. We suggest that there are further key areas requiring a supportive evidence base to inform whether we are ready to use DCEs to inform quantitative benefit-risk assessment in regulatory decision making. These areas are now described.

Communicating Risk {#Sec2}
==================

The quantification of preferences for benefit-risk assessment using DCEs relies on risk information being communicated effectively alongside information on the benefits from the medicine or healthcare intervention. Importantly, differences in the type and magnitude of risk must be understood and appreciated by respondents when making their choices. There is a substantial evidence base suggesting a general lack of understanding about 'risk' across all demographics (see \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\]). Of specific relevance, there is also evidence to suggest risk has not always been successfully communicated to respondents of DCEs \[[@CR39]\]. de Bekker-Grob et al. \[[@CR40]\] summarised: *"*Studies have continued to include risk as an attribute. \[Previous reviews\] noted the difficulties individuals have understanding risk, and they commented on health economists giving little consideration to explaining the risk attribute to respondents. There appears to be little progress...".

If risk attributes are not understood by respondents during a benefit-risk assessment, then key principles that underpin the use of DCEs will not be upheld. If attributes are not understood as intended, both response and statistical efficiency may be compromised. In this situation, respondents are likely to fail to complete the DCE as intended by not basing choices on a trade-off between risk and the attributes capturing the impact of benefit, resulting in non-compensatory decision making. Importantly, the assumption of continuity in preferences (continuity axiom) may be violated. In an extreme instance, the respondent may engage in deterministic choice making, resulting in an inherent bias in the preference weight estimates and, therefore, the generated marginal rates of substitution used to present the benefit-risk trade-off. If a respondent completely ignores attribute(s), non-attendance may be identified retrospectively in a step-wise analysis of DCE data \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\]. However, pre-emptive solutions include the use of appropriate methods to present and describe risk \[[@CR39]\] and an iterative prescriptive approach to DCE design tailored to the specific sample. An iterative approach would also allow the use of a Bayesian experimental design whereby priors from a pilot study could be used to improve the statistical efficiency of the DCE, if so desired by the analyst. There is some evidence that the analyst needs to consider the trade-off between design and respondent efficiency \[[@CR28], [@CR43]\]. However, the suitability of different experimental designs, particularly in the context of benefit-risk trade-offs, requires further investigation.

No gold standard methods exist for appropriate and valid approaches to risk communication \[[@CR39]\] but outside of the DCE literature there are emerging examples of good practice \[[@CR44], [@CR45]\]. Risk is a multi-faceted concept. When considering their preferences for risk alongside benefit, individuals may take into account many issues such as the severity of the possible outcome and its irreversibility, the baseline level of risk that is typical for everyone, the duration of risk exposure and whether they will return to a baseline level, the degree of certainty surrounding the risk figure, the objectivity of the risk, preformed perceptions about the individual likelihood of the risk, and risk latency, relating to whether the risk will occur now or in the future \[[@CR46]\]. Many of these components are left unexplained in healthcare DCEs, requiring respondents to infer their own values. If respondents' true interpretation of risk is unobservable to the researcher (for example, they believe the risk is not for a lifetime or that they have taken preventative measures to reduce it), it may result in upwardly biased estimates of acceptability thresholds. Providing insufficient information in a DCE may impede the individual's ability to make real-life-reflecting choices in the hypothetical choice sets.

As benefit-risk assessments in regulatory decisions are often made for new medicines or healthcare products, there are both aleatory and epistemic risks. New products have epistemic risks related to the uncertainty surrounding the benefit-risk estimates. Aleatory risks refer to the chance of an event occurring, for example, experiencing a side effect. There is some research investigating how imprecision affects valuations of healthcare \[[@CR47]\], but further research is required to understand how epistemic risks are traded off against benefits and whether they should be communicated in the same formats. For example, epistemic risks may require confidence intervals or a further description of the 'unknown'.

The effectiveness of the format to communicate risk or approach to explain the risk will depend on the multi-faceted nature of risk but especially the magnitude of the risk (in terms of both its likelihood and the seriousness of the hazard) \[[@CR48]\]. In addition, effective risk communication will be driven by the sample completing the DCE and how the survey is administered (face-to-face; online). The framing used to present the risk, such as positive (e.g. probability of survival) or negative representations (e.g. probability of death) will have an influence \[[@CR49], [@CR50]\]; although there is a lack of empirical evidence supporting which framing is best used. Possible approaches to risk communication that may help include pictorial representations of the numerical component including comparative graphs, risk grids or risk ladders \[[@CR52]--[@CR53]\]. There are some emerging examples of DCEs employing pictorial representations as advocated in the risk communication literature more generally \[[@CR23], [@CR54], [@CR55]\]. However, as yet, there is mixed evidence of the relative effectiveness of the formats and approaches to risk communication in the context of benefit-risk assessment \[[@CR56], [@CR57]\]. Demonstrating that the results of DCEs are robust to biases, or at minimum establishing the direction of the potential bias, is vital information if the method is to be used in regulatory decision making.

Role of Training Materials {#Sec3}
==========================

Training materials are a key but under-developed component of DCEs, which are often unpublished and unavailable despite the rising number of journals providing online appendices for supplementary documents. As proposed in the guidelines produced by the International Society For Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research \[[@CR14]\], all DCEs should contain an introductory section explaining the role of the survey and its content including the nature of the selected attributes and levels before the choice sets are presented. It is currently unclear the degree to which authors follow these guidelines or the quality of explanations given to survey respondents. A developing approach to improve training materials is the use of interactive tools that capitalise on the move towards using online survey administration methods \[[@CR58]\]. Using such engaging training materials, as opposed to a reliance on written information, is in keeping with a core psychology model used to explain health behaviour under risk, called the Capability, Opportunity and Motivation framework that suggests these three factors drive an individual's decision to choose a type of healthcare. Consistent with each of these factors, using an interactive tool potentially provides respondents with the capability, opportunity and motivation (by providing relevant information) to complete a DCE. If, as Garris et al. \[[@CR59]\] suggest, using an interactive training tool (sometimes called a 'serious game') causes respondents to become more engaged, then the choice data may be of higher quality; testable through appraisal of the completion rates, opt-outs or internal validity test results. Comprehension tests may also be included to assess the effectiveness of training materials on respondents' understanding. However, more empirical evidence is needed to test the relative impact of using interactive training materials compared with standard written information.

Need to Take Account of Attitudes {#Sec4}
=================================

There is evidence to suggest that individuals' inherent feelings and thoughts (their 'attitudes') may explain the stated choices and hence influence preferences. For example, one study found health literacy was associated with preferences for vaccinations \[[@CR60]\] and another study \[[@CR61]\] found substantial improvements in model fit and more precisely estimated parameters when attitudinal and choice data were combined in a study measuring preferences for healthcare plans. There are concerns that measures of attitudes are proxy measures for latent unobservable variables and could therefore induce measurement error \[[@CR62]--[@CR64]\]. Furthermore, if unobservable variables that predict choice also predict attitudes, endogeneity bias may also be introduced. Some commentators \[[@CR65]\] suggest that the use of hybrid models that jointly model attitudes and preferences are required. However, the approaches to measure attitudes need further attention alongside which models should be used to combine attitudinal and preference data.

Whose Risk Preferences? {#Sec5}
=======================

Defining the relevant study population is an enduring challenge for the administration of DCEs. The selection of the relevant viewpoint for elicited preferences is a particularly important methodological issue to address when using the results to inform regulatory decision making. Outside of DCEs, and in health economics more generally, it has been argued that the general public's (tax-payers') preferences should be taken into account for a publically-funded health service \[[@CR66], [@CR67]\]. There is some consensus (based on advice from the Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine) that preferences taken from the public contain a broad range of views, thus making them the most informative for policy makers in healthcare \[[@CR68]\]. Although some have argued benefit-risk assessment is fundamentally different to that of CEA as individual patients bear the risk \[[@CR69]\]; regulatory decisions are still made at a population level and are not individualised until the clinic.

Clinicians may also have views to be incorporated \[[@CR66]\]. Clinicians' preferences may be seen as part of the wider public view, and their preferences are arguably well informed in a market where information asymmetry is a widespread problem \[[@CR70]\]. As a result, their opinions have been incorporated into many decision making processes at all levels from clinician representatives on regulatory advisory committees to the physician-patient discussion in the clinic \[[@CR71]\].

Existing FDA recommendations explicitly state benefit-risk trade-off preference data should be patient centred with preferences elicited from 'well-informed patients' (p. 11). Restricting preferences for benefit-risk trade-offs exclusively to patients would present a profound shift in UK decision and policy making. Traditionally, public input has been core to decision making based on the underlying argument that social welfare can only be maximised when a societal perspective is taken \[[@CR72]\]. Incorporating patients' preferences into decision making provides a fundamentally different approach to that currently taken by bodies such as the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, which currently make decisions using preference weights representing the view of the public as inputs into model-based CEA \[[@CR12], [@CR73]\]. In the CEA literature, debates about the role of public and patient preferences have started with investigations into the drivers of any differences \[[@CR74]\]. However, differences in quantitative benefit-risk assessments elicited by DCEs will be difficult to establish, as preference weights estimated in the regression model are confounded with error variance. Therefore, it is difficult to disentangle heterogeneity in preferences with heterogeneity in error variance termed 'scale heterogeneity' or 'choice consistency' \[[@CR75]\].

Given the status quo recommending the use of public preference weights for other types of economic evidence in decision making, together with the absence of empirical evidence on whether the public or a patient's preferences take priority, a clear rationale explaining if and why patients, as opposed to the public, clinicians or other stakeholders, should be sampled in DCEs eliciting preferences for benefit-risk trade-offs is required.

Analysing Benefit-Risk Preference Data {#Sec6}
======================================

Regression-based approaches such as the conditional logit model are often used to provide an estimate of average preferences for the sampled population. It is unlikely, however, that everyone in a population shares the same preferences. The degree of preference heterogeneity for benefit-risk trade-offs can be assessed with models which allow for error variance and more flexible distributions of the estimated preference parameters \[[@CR76], [@CR77]\]. The rising popularity of the use of mixed logit (continuous distributions) and latent class analysis (discrete distributions) to analyse DCE data has been noted \[[@CR58]\]. However, the availability of such methods to identify the presence, and in some cases potential causes, of preference heterogeneity, is not sufficient. It is not clear what a regulatory decision maker should do if preferences for benefit-risk trade-offs are found to be highly heterogeneous. How should the regulators interpret or act on this information? If preference groups can be distinguished by observable characteristics (such as age, sex, experiences or cultural factors), then regulators might seek to tailor their decisions accordingly. Ultimately, acting on this information in a regulatory capacity is advocating a stratified approach to medicine, with strata defined by preferences \[[@CR78]\]. If identified preference sub-groups are latent (unobservable), it is not clear how regulators can incorporate this knowledge about unobservable characteristics of the respondents into their decisions. In the presence of identifiable or unknown drivers of preference heterogeneity, further work is needed to understand the implications for creating preference sub-groups within a population.

The majority of healthcare DCE data are analysed under random utility theory frameworks; however, there is some evidence to suggest that alternative analytical perspectives (such as random regret minimisation, elimination by aspects or decision field theory \[[@CR79]\]) may be more appropriate. In a study comparing random utility maximisation and random regret minimisation, the authors found in some DCE data the trade-offs implied by the two models differed substantially \[[@CR80]\]. Random regret minimisation could be more appropriate when modelling benefit-risk trade-offs. Therefore, the research question context and statistical properties of different models require further investigation to prove the robustness of DCEs as a valuation method.

Regardless of the theoretical stance, studies often assume preferences are linear and do not explore, or report the results of, alternative specifications of the utility function \[[@CR81]\]. Misspecification of the utility function could result in upwardly biased estimates and the erroneous conclusion that individuals are willing to accept high levels of risk.

Understanding the Generalisability of the Results {#Sec7}
=================================================

To be useful in a regulatory decision making context, in keeping with the use of model-based CEA to inform resource allocation \[[@CR12]\], the degree of uncertainty in the results must be quantified. Uncertainty is currently often left unreported in the estimation of marginal rates of substitution such as willingness to accept risk or willingness to pay. Currently, the ratio of two statistically significant coefficients is sometimes assumed to be statistically significant and the confidence interval for the ratio is not disclosed. However, the estimated parameters used in these ratio calculations have a probability distribution that can be specified; therefore, the uncertainty in the marginal rates of substitution can also be presented. Approaches for estimating the uncertainty in the estimated ratio include the Delta or Krinsky--Robb methods \[[@CR82]\].

Establishing the validity (the degree to which demand is predicted) of DCEs is vital when using the data to forecast \[[@CR8]\]; however, in the context of benefit-risk assessment, its reliability (the ability of the DCE to capture preferences) is of primary importance. Once decision makers are confident that the survey is capable of eliciting preferences from a sample, they must also consider whether these elicited views represent those of the relevant population. The extent to which DCE results may be generalisable can be informed by clearly reporting the context and describing the relevant population of the study. The perceived generalisability of results will also influence the degree of confidence in the estimated benefit-risk ratio. When making an assessment regarding the benefit-risk balance of healthcare interventions, regulators should be clear of the samples whose preferences were elicited as well as the degree of uncertainty in the trade-off estimations.

Conclusion {#Sec8}
==========

The concept of quantifying preferences for benefit-risk trade-offs is attractive for regulatory decision makers who are aiming to achieve consistency and transparency in their judgements. However, there is currently a lack of sufficient evidence supporting the use of DCEs for this purpose. We acknowledge that others, such as the Medical Device Innovation Consortium's Patient Centred Benefit-Risk Project report, have identified similar points for future research \[[@CR83]\]. We conclude that we are not yet ready to suggest the use of DCEs to provide quantitative evidence of risk-benefit assessment. Key areas for methodological research must be addressed before we believe regulatory agencies can safely use DCEs for benefit-risk assessment. Alongside these methodological issues, we suggest a need for clear processes describing how to use DCE data in regulatory decision making and also further development of existing reporting guidelines \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\] to use as the basis for a 'reference case' to provide direction on how to appropriately develop evidence of quantitative benefit-risk assessment.
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